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Editorial
Since haemodialysis therapy has been started, a progressive 

technological improvement has been made. The first human dialysis 
were simply performed with a blood pump and an air bubble trap [1]; 
later pressure transducers in the extracorporeal circuit were provided, 
whereas dialysis fluid was prepared by direct mixing of water and 
electrolytes. A second generation of haemodialysis monitors was 
characterized by automated preparation of dialysis fluid, through 
proportioning devices regulated by adjustment of conductivity and 
ultra filtration control. Since these machines have been progressively 
ameliorated by employing microprocessor and computer technology 
and by implementing various modules such as blood volume monitor, 
blood temperature and recirculation test, ionic dialysance or UV 
absorbance with the aim of surveying dialysis efficiency. In the past 
years a urea monitor (Baxter Renal Division, Deerfield) was employed 
to directly quantify dialysis adequacy at bed-side, showing a good 
reliability [2]: nevertheless, this system was abandoned due to its 
excessive cost.

The adoption of biosensors and biotechnology on board of 
haemodialysis machines is still to be considered very poor and has to 
be extended further in future years.

Next-generation haemodialysis monitors

Although an impressive technological improvement of 
haemodialysis machines has been realized, until now the electrolyte 
concentration is not directly measured in the dialysis fluids. Recently, 
we have performed studies regarding calcium mass-balances in 
haemodialysis, calculated by measuring ionized calcium in the 
dialysate and blood at the start and end of each run, using a kinetic 
formula to define the mean concentrations in the blood and dialysate 
and then estimating CMBs over the entire treatments [3,4]: through 
the implementation of ionized calcium micro-flow electrodes, which 
are actually commercially available, the calcium mass-balance could 
be directly measured without the need of sampling and laboratory 
determinations, thus improving the adequacy of dialysis.

The same principle could be applied to other electrolytes and 
uraemic substances, as micro flow electrodes have been realized over 
25 different species including pH, pO2, pCO2, Na, Cl, K and redox 
potential.

In Table 1 is a summary of a single case study in which electrolyte 
and uraemic markers mass balances have been studied in detail, by 
sampling  blood and ultra filtrate at the start and at the end of dialysis, 
and by continuous spilling of a dialysate sample: these results too are 
interesting and may be usefully employed to optimize the dialysis 
adequacy. The implementation of biosensors on board of haemodialysis 
monitors might therefore be useful to automatically survey the solute 
mass transfer across the dialysis membrane. The haemodialysis 
monitors should also be provided by automated sampling devices of 
fresh and spent dialysate, to allow for the laboratory measurement of 
the substances not yet detectable by on-line biosensors.

Future-generation haemodialysis monitors

As well as the on-line measurement of dialysis solute mass-balance, 
the implementation on board of haemodialysis monitors of on-line 
biosensors could possibly be useful to individualize any single treatment 
needed to the patient. In future dialysis machines the preparation of 
dialysis fluid for example could be obtained by the separate mixing of 
the native salts as sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium chloride, 
and sodium bicarbonate (instead of simply proportioning pre-mixed 
concentrate solutions with fixed electrolyte concentrations, as in dialysis 
monitors presently employed). By employing computerized technology 
combined by biosensors the solute profile during the treatment could 
be optimized, thus improving the safety and adequacy of dialysis.
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OUT mg SRI dimensionless
urea 8026.2 1.59
creatinine 674.2 1.36
phosphate 361.2 1.21
β2µg 3.2 0.02

Table 1: Example regarding an 87 years-old female showing inadequate depura-
tion. Direct measurement of uremic solutes removal by spent dialysate partial col-
lection, with their relative Solute Removal Index [5].

IN mmol OUT mmol MB mmol
Na 11296.8 11316.9 -20.1
K 235.3 272.1 -36.7
Ca 235.3 224.7 +10.6

Table 2: Same case of Table 1: example of direct measurement of electrolytes 
mass-balance obtained by spent dialysate partial collection. While sodium and po-
tassium mass-balances may be considered adequate, calcium positive balance 
(corresponding to +424.7 mg) may be considered excessive.
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